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1- Measure the overall width of the wall you wish to cover Recommended bracket positions are given above) If it is necessary to cut the pole remove one finial and trim as required. Redrill hole 

for your finial and replace. 

2- Fix one of the brackets to the wall as FIG 1- to do this, please use the right fastener system using either a wall plug or hollow wall toggle. Screw in the fixing screw until approx., 3/16’’ (5mm) 

of the screw is left projecting from the wall. Locate the slot at the back of the bracket onto the head of the screw and apply downward pressure, so that the bracket becomes quite firmly 

locked into place. If it does not firmly lock into place the first time, remove the bracket and tighten the fixing screw ¼ to ½ turn. Repeat this until you have reached the correct fixing.  

3- Mark position of other end brackets or (Centre brackets if required) ensuring these are level. All your brackets need to be level to allow your rod to work properly. 

4- Once you have installed all your brackets place all your rings on your pole and sit the pole into the brackets. If you have a centre bracket divide your rings equally one both sides. FIG 2 

5- Place one ring on the other side of each end bracket. Placed between the finial and the end bracket. FIG 3 

6- Centralise the pole in the brackets and secure pole by using anchor screw as FIG 4  

7- Where centre bracket is provided, please ensure that the hook nearest to the centre edge of each curtain is placed at least 5cm (2’’) in from the edge as FIG 5. This will allow your curtain to 

overlap. 

8- To help the rings slide freely wire or spray silicone or furniture polish on the pole. 


